


   is 
harmony 
of function, 
colour 
and form. 

The Leo line brightens the most important room 

in the house with playful  colours, pure shapes and 

soft textures. Wood versus synthetic materials, soft-touch 

materials opposed to stainless steel, cork and bamboo 

fibres, each resource is chosen to demonstrate its qualities 

in functionality and aesthetics. 

Delightfully uncomplicated and practical, that’s Leo.



Pieter Roex

Pieter’s broad knowledge and interest in interior design, 

architecture and design objects are great resources for 

designing BergHOFF’s cookware and kitchen items. 

His personal style is the expression of a modern interpretation 

of traditional objects which are given a playful twist. 

His designs can be described as ‘clean, clear, functional’ 

while elements of nature are his inspirational triggers.
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Meet the Tremendous Trio.

ALL-IN-ONE SLICER SET

3950020

The Leo all-in-one slicer is a smartly and beautifully designed slicing 

tool for fruits and vegetables. Its sharp interchangeable blades core, 

slice and dice apples, mangos, potatoes … with one simple press.

Body: food approved plastic Handle: soft-touch rubber



Squeeze me tight.

HAND JUICER

3950011

Add extra flavour to your dishes with freshly-squeezed lemon or lime juice. 

The clever design makes sure the pips are kept out of your dish or drink.

Body: food approved plastic  Handle: soft-touch rubber



Y PEELER

3950001

STRAIGHT PEELER

3950005

JULIENNE PEELER

3950003

STRAIGHT PEELER

3950006

More than a-peeling.

Body: food approved plastic

Handle: soft-touch rubber or oak wood

Blade: stainless steel

Finally, there’s fun in peeling fruits and vegetables. 

The ergonomic handle makes the task easy and efficient. 

The Y-peeler has an integrated potato eye remover. 

Designed in a light-hearted colour pallet matched with 

a soft-touch handle or a beautiful wooden grip.  



Holy Ravioli.

RAVIOLI STAMP

3950007

MINI RAVIOLI STAMP

3950009

RAVIOLI STAMP

3950008

MINI RAVIOLI STAMP

3950010

Make beautiful and authentic homemade ravioli with the 

Leo Ravioli stamps. In just one step, these handy stamps seal 

perfectly shaped ravioli. 

The Leo ravioli stamps combine the natural look of oak wood with 

easy-to-clean and practical synthetic material for years of use.

Preparation

Roll out the pasta dough, prepare a filling, 

spoon filling onto the dough, cover with 

another sheet of dough and press down 

to cut and seal the ravioli. 

Body: food approved plastic   Handle: soft-touch rubber or oak wood



A mash made in heaven.
WHISK

3950017

POTATO MASHER

3950014

WHISK

3950016

Potatoes are no match for the stylish Leo potato masher. 

Perfect to prepare a delicious dish with potatoes  or cauliflower.

Combine the potato masher with other products from the Leo 

series like for example the Leo whisk. Perfect for sauces or delicious 

desserts.  The potato masher and whisk are designed with a 

practical soft-touch handle or a beautiful wooden handle. 

Handle: soft-touch rubber 

Body: food approved plastic   Wires: stainless steel

Handle: Wood

Body: food approved plastic

Handle: Soft-touch rubber



Slice does matter.

PIZZA SET

3950036

Containing:

3950025  Pizza shovel

3950035  Pizza stone 38,5x30cm

3950024  Pizza slicer & grater

Create delicious authentic Italian pizza at home with the Leo pizza set. 

The high-quality ceramic pizza stone holds and distributes heat evenly while 

absorbing moisture from the dough which results in crusty perfection. 

The pizza slicer delivers two functions in one. 

The blade allows you to easily slice thin-and thick-crust pizzas while the 

integrated grater finely grates your cheese.  

The shovel from natural wood is designed to slide under the pizza to place it 

in a hot oven and to take it out when ready. 

The shovel goes directly from the oven to the table as it doubles as a cutting 

and serving board. The integrated grid line make portioning easy and ensures 

that all delicious parts are equally-sized. 

Pizza stone: Cordierite

Pizza Shovel: Bamboo wood

Pizza slicer & grater

Body: food approved plastic

Blade: Stainless steel (X3Cr13)

integrated 

cheese grater



Grind, crush, chop and store.

MORTAR PESTLE SMALL

3950032

MORTAR PESTLE LARGE

 3950033

HERB CUTTER

3950021

Efficient grinding and pounding of all herbs and spices for home-made pesto, 

spice and herb blends, salsa … and when the grinding is done, the attractive mortar can go directly to the table. 

With a cover in cork to preserve flavour and aroma.

The herb cutter is designed with a second function: 3 different sized holes strip stemmed herbs of all kinds. 

Body: food approved plastic   

Stainless steel (X3Cr13)  Bamboo wood

Stone ware Stone ware and cork



You are just grate!

GINGER GRATER

 3950030

The textured surface makes it simple and 

effective to grate ginger in just a couple of 

seconds. First-rate for garlic too. The silicone 

ring on the base offers stability while grating. 

A quick rinse is sufficient to clean the grater.

Body: food approved plastic

Handle: soft-touch rubber or oak wood



I’m on a roll.

PAPER TOWEL HOLDER

3950022

Base: food approved plastic   Anti slip bottom ring

Post: oak wood



Love me sweet.
Love me tender.

ICE CREAM SCOOP

3950013

MEAT HAMMER

3950018

The Leo ice cream scoop and meat hammer will be loved immediately.  

Both stylish and practical. An ice cream scoop for the design lover who’s 

into the delights of ice cream or sorbet. The scoop’s edge effortlessly 

slides through even the most frozen treats.

This stylish meat hammer comes with 2 different sides: a rather smooth 

end for flattening meats and poultry, the other end with “teeth” is used 

for tenderizing meats. Also great to crush garlic and nuts.

Body: Cast aluminium with satin clear coat

Handle: soft-touch rubber



Measure in love.



CAKE PAN RECTANGULAR 28 CM

3950027

SCRAPER

3950026

SLICER

3950023

CAKE PAN ROUND 22 CM

3950028

These round and rectangular cake pans release even the most delicate 

treats with ease thanks to their amazing non-stick properties. Each pan has cleverly 

design grid lines and in combination with the unique slicer, they allow to cut cakes 

into any portion desired. Great for portion control for dieters and diabetics or just for 

anyone who wants to create professional looking party platters. 

Or use the slicer on its own to cut dough for rolls, croissants and other goodies.

The flexible scraper comes with straight and rounded edges to fit a variety of bowls, 

pans and containers making sure every last bit of batter or dough is used. 

Carbon steel    Non stick coating Carbon steel    Non stick coating

Food approved plastic + silicone overmold Food approved plastic



ALL-IN-ONE   SLICER SET

3950020

HAND JUICER

3950011

Y PEELER

3950001

STRAIGHT PEELER

3950005

JULIENNE PEELER

3950003

STRAIGHT PEELER

3950006

RAVIOLI STAMP

3950007

MINI RAVIOLI STAMP

3950009

RAVIOLI STAMP

3950008

MINI RAVIOLI STAMP

3950010

POTATO MASHER

3950014

ICE CREAM SCOOP

3950013

MEAT HAMMER

3950018

WHISK

3950016

WHISK

3950017

PIZZA SET

3950036

Containing following items

3950025  Pizza shovel

3950035  Pizza stone (Corderiete) 

3950024  Pizza slicer & grater

MORTAR PESTLE SMALL

3950032

MORTAR PESTLE LARGE

3950033

HERB CUTTER

3950021

GINGER GRATER

3950030

PAPER TOWEL HOLDER

3950022

SCRAPER

3950026

SLICER

3950023

CAKE PAN RECTANGULAR

3950027

CAKE PAN ROUND 

3950028
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